ARTICLES D’ÉVALUATION POUR LE 651C

HI-FI CHOICE (GB, AVRIL 2014)
"The 651C feels pretty polished at the price, inside and out... A very engaging machine that conveys the music in all its glory."

HI-FI NEWS (GB, MAI 2014)
"This is surely one of the very best value machines on sale today. The maturity it offers in its sonic performance is at a different level from its price rivals, and easily competes with machines costing twice or even three times as much. Once again then, Cambridge Audio shows itself a master of making hifi sound superb."

HI-FI WORLD (GB, JUIN 2012)
"All in all, these careful and considered designs provide a good basis for enjoyable, long term listening which, for any budget system, is worthy praise."

WHAT HI-FI? (GB, MARS 2012)
"651C is a good-looking, spacious-sounding disc spinner... ...651A is a meaty, powerful-sounding amp."

DIAPASON D'OR (FR, NOVEMBRE 2012)
651C and 651A both win a prestigious French award, a Diapason D'Or!
"...for the money, this gear is gold, particularly the amp... A highly, even wildly-recommended combination."